Na Pali Riders leaves from the closest harbor to Na Pali coast. Dolphins, Sea caves, cascading waterfalls, and towering cliffs. We will share with you Na Pali's unique stories, legends, geology and show you the highlights of the Na Pali coast. The famous valley of Kalalau with its cathedral of towering spires and cliffs and Honopu the mysterious valley, home of the lost tribe. Our经验者 trained guides, knowledgeable and Hanaualii's experts, will guide you to experience one of Kauai’s Best Highlights—Na Pali Coast!

Drake and Crew

Our Tours Feature 30' Zodiac 920 Hurricane Rigid Hull inflatable Rafts.

The craft of choice for Navy Seals, these boats have shallow drafts and excellent flotation, giving them a stable carrying ability. With these durable and trustworthy boats, we are able to go into normally inaccessible areas such as sea caves and shallow coral reefs (excellent for snorkeling) which larger boats cannot do.

• Smoothest and Safest Raft Ride
• Small Groups (32 passengers USCG)
• Padded seating for extra comfort
• Snorkel gear provided
• Serrated bow edge for cutting through the water
• Closer to the water means closer to dolphins
• Knowledgeable and experienced captain and crew.

A Safe, Fun, Smooth, Unforgettable Ride!

To Reserve Your Tour Call
(808) 742-6331
www.napaliriders.com • napali@hotmail.com

Na Pali Coast by Sea Adventure DVD

NEW! $29.95

What to Bring
Sun Screen
Sunglasses
Camera
Swim Suits

We Provide
Snorkel Gear
Snack Lunch
Bags for Camera and Towels

Snorkeling at Nualolo Kai (conditions permitting)

Whale Watching
(December – May)

One of the most exciting experiences in nature
The Humpback or Baleen Whale is one of the most exciting to watch. They come to Hawaii to rest, eat and give birth (gestation period is one year) and stay until May. Losing up to 1/3 of their body weight they do not eat while here. Travelling alone or in small pods of 2-4 individuals, their numbers total 7,000 throughout the Hawaiian Islands. They need a minimum size of 40-50 feet long and can weigh 25-30 tons.

• Humpback Whales • Dolphins
• Turtles • Lehua Rock
• Sea Caves • Nualolo Kai
• Ni’ihau the Forbidden Island
• Sea Caves and the Dramatic Na Pali Coastline

Bill, Captain Chris and Danny

Call (808)742-6331 to order or visit www.napaliriders.com

Na Pali Riders

The Only Raft Company Touring the Entire Na Pali Coast

Whale mistakes

What a perfect moment to catch the whale coming out of the water’s surface out of curiosity or to scan the horizon.

Land Slap

What a perfect moment to catch the whale coming out of the water’s surface out of curiosity or to scan the horizon.

Tail Slap

A horn slapping is the most endearing of all the whale behaviors. The tail, is the most powerful mus- cles in the animal kingdom.

Cruise

Whale regulations take them far on the open, fleaing in Hawaii and out to ranges, thousands of miles. They travel and come to Hawaii to navigate the open Pacific Ocean.

Experience the Na Pali Coast few others ever see.
Fall in love with Kauai’s amazing sea life and unbelievable geological formations.

A DVD you’ll watch over and over again, remembering your once in a lifetime visit to the Na Pali Coast.

• Humpback Whales • Dolphins
• Turtles • Leehua Rock
• Ni’ihau the Forbidden Island
• Sea Caves and the Dramatic Na Pali Coastline

Call (808)742-6331 to order
or visit www.napaliriders.com
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and causes a large wave to back out. Look up towards the Hula Goddess. Note also the jade green peaks, secret beaches, small waterfalls, two sea caves, and a swaying waterfall. When conditions are right, a channel opens up at low tide to allow boats to enter, and a waterfall splits in two. A small waterfall is left, under a small arch.

10) Awaawapuhi Valley — Known as ‘the valley of living water containers without leaving their canoes. Note the small waterfalls and sea caves. Stream flowing across beach tucked away on the right, and sea caves. Again beware the dangerous ocean currents. Note small stream waterfalls and small waterfalls.

11) Naolita Aina Valley — and known for the rare growing termites. There is a trail to the left up Ayahuat paint. There was a small hula and hula dancer at the entrance to the next valley. Boats come up to the protected bay. During the night the high surf becomes a battering. Have many small caves and no shade.

12) Hanakapi’ai — one of the best snorkeling spots in the bay. There are underwater grooves, arches, cool spots of water under the surface. Swimming among hundreds of tropical fish, see the largest green sea turtles, and sometimes an endangered monk seal. There are underwater caves, arches, cold spots of fresh water springs coming through the reef, underwater canyons, tropical fish, and sometimes an endangered monk seal. Humpback whales sometimes visit the Na Pali Coast. There is a big beach for shell hunting. A state permit is required. 5 mi/8 km, 2-3 hrs, trail switches back and climbs and descends.

13) Hanakapi’ai Beach — Awaawapuhi Valley connects to the Naolita Trail via a trail along the cliff. Starting point of the Kalalau Trail. Popular day hike is 2 mi/3.2 km to Kalalau Beach. At the end of the valley Nualolo Kai or the protected bay. During the winter the high waves carry sands out to the sea. Note the second highest sea cliffs in the valley (visible to Naolita Trail).

14) Makaha Ridge & Makole — Look for the NASA Tracking Station up on Makaha Ridge. Makole, our alternate snorkeling spot, has Madeira Ridge, our alternate snorkeling spot, has beautiful caves in the State it is also known as the Double Door Cave. There is a big beach for shell hunting. A state permit is required. 5 mi/8 km, 2-3 hrs, trail switches back and climbs and descends.

The Na Pali By Land
A) Ke`e Beach — protective cove for surfing or swimming. Banana trees shading the beach. Screens are pulled down on the right and sea caves. Swimming among hundreds of tropical fish, see the largest green sea turtles, and sometimes an endangered monk seal.

B) Wainipali Beach — Not allowed to surf here. The water is not considered safe for swimming or snorkeling. A wide sandy beach.

C) Kalalau Valley — Historic Hanakapi’ai is a must see. Wading down to the valley Nualolo Kai or the protected bay. During the winter the high waves carry sands out to the sea. Note the second highest sea cliffs in the valley (visible to Naolita Trail).

D) Hanakapi`ai Beach — Not allowed to surf here. The water is not considered safe for swimming or snorkeling. A wide sandy beach.

E) Kalalau Valley — Historic Hanakapi`ai is a must see. Wading down to the valley Nualolo Kai or the protected bay. During the winter the high waves carry sands out to the sea. Note the second highest sea cliffs in the valley (visible to Naolita Trail).

F) Honopu Valley — The Open Ceiling Cave is one of the most popular caves in the State. Also known as Space Rock, extends to the edge of black lava which dips into windex blue water. Along the Na Pali coast, this valley has the longest waterfall.

G) Nualolo Trail — The Na Pali’s most awe inspiring part. It is slippery when it rains. There is no shade when sunny.

H) Nualolo Aina — Known as ‘the valley of living water containers without leaving their canoes. Note the small waterfalls and sea caves. Stream flowing across beach tucked away on the right, and sea caves. Again beware the dangerous ocean currents. Note small stream waterfalls and small waterfalls.

I) Naolita Aina Valley — and known for the rare growing termites. There is a trail to the left up Ayahuat paint. There was a small hula and hula dancer at the entrance to the next valley. Boats come up to the protected bay. During the night the high surf becomes a battering. Have many small caves and no shade.